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Tra�c Flow by Data FlowJan Philipps Alexander SchmidtInstitut f�ur InformatikTechnische Universit�at M�unchenD-80290 M�unchen FOCUSE-mail: fphilipps,schmialeg@informatik.tu-muenchen.de
AbstractThe tra�c light controller of a simple two-way intersection is speci�ed by dataow components. The focus of this work is on the use of readable descriptiontechniques, such as state transition diagrams and tables, to hide the mathematicalbackground of the speci�cations. A second main point is the use of automaticformal veri�cation tools for the proof of some simple behavioral properties of thespeci�cation to validate the speci�cations.1 IntroductionDuring the last years, engineering techniques for embedded systems have become asubject of intensive research. Embedded systems contain both hardware and softwareparts; their design requires methods from control and software engineering. Since designerrors can lead to damage or loss of the system, or even of human life, there are highdemands on the system's correctness.Design methods based on mathematical foundations promise to alleviate part of theproblems in system design. Formal speci�cations can reduce misunderstandings betweendesigners. Moreover, they open the door to formal veri�cation of systems. Veri�cation|especially at the early design steps|is much more trustworthy than other approachesto quality assurance, such as tests or reviews.However, formal methods require experienced and mathematically well-educated design-ers. The speci�cations produced are often unreadable to the uninitiated, and in practiceit is all but impossible to verify real-life systems by hand.1



In this report we want to show how formal methods can receive higher acceptance bypractitioners. We suggest two approaches:� With suggestive notations like state transition diagrams and tables, the speci�ca-tions become easier to write, to read, and to validate.� Model checking tools give an almost fully automated approach to system veri�ca-tion. The properties to be veri�ed are expressed in a temporal logic, and oftenquite di�cult to formulate. However, we believe that it is feasible to formulate andverify simple behavioral properties to gain a second view of the system, orthogonalto the state machine or tabular system speci�cations.We present these approaches through a case study. We specify a|very simple|tra�ccontroller of a two-road intersection. As our semantic framework we use Focus [1, 2],which has been extended in [6, 3] by readable description techniques, such as statetransition diagrams. We then translate the speci�cation into the input language of themodel checker SMV [16] and verify some behavioral properties.The rest of this work is structured as follows. In the remainder of this section, wepresent the informal speci�cation of the tra�c light controller, as it would be given bya customer from industry. In Section 2, we introduce the description techniques usedfor our speci�cation: state transition diagrams and tables. In Sections 4 and 5 thespeci�cation of the tra�c control system is developed.Section 6 demonstrates how model checkers can be used to validate the tra�c controllerspeci�cation. Section 7 summarizes our work.Informal speci�cation. We now give a summary of the �rst description of the casestudy [11]. We omitted some aspects of the original case study, such as a control panelthat displays information about the current state of the controller; the addition of thenecessary outputs would be straightforward. We added some details missing in theoriginal description, such as timing information, initial states of the controller, fairnessrequirements, and the behavior of the controller when it switches between its operationmodes.The tra�c light system is shown in Figure 1. It controls the signals of a two-roadintersection. Each road has two lanes. We call the road that has the right-of-way whenthe tra�c lights are switched o� the \primary road"; the other road is the \secondaryroad".For each lane there is a signal lamp, and two inductive loops. Each signal has the threelights red, yellow, and green. There are no special provisions for pedestrians or for leftor right turns. One inductive loop is directly at the signal lamp and detects waiting cars.The second loop is 30 meters ahead of the intersection and is used to detect approachingcars. 2
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Figure 1: Tra�c IntersectionBoth signal lamps and inductive loops can fail. Upon failure of a signal lamp, the con-troller enters a special mode where the yellow lights on the secondary road are blinking.Failure of the loops cannot be detected by the controller. Instead, a loop is assumed tobe defect when it signals a car continuously for 10 minutes.The tra�c light controller can operate in four modes:Daytime mode: In this mode, a road where a waiting car is detected by an inductionloop close to a signal lamp should enter its green phase after at most four minutes.Additionally, every green phase lasts at least 45 seconds.Nighttime mode: During nighttime mode, each road is signaled \Red"by default. Anapproaching car detected by one of the loops ahead of the intersection will causethe controller to enter the green phase for that direction for 10 seconds. Withevery car that is detected during this green phase in the same direction the 10seconds start over. The overall duration of a green phase must not exceed fourminutes.Constant-time mode: In this mode, each road enters alternatingly its green phase forthree minutes. Constant-time mode is entered automatically when an inductiveloop is assumed to be defect.Blinking mode: Here, all signal lamps on the primary road are switched o�, and thesignal lamps on the secondary road blink with a frequency of 0.5 Hz.Blinking mode is entered when either a lamp is defect, or when the external modeswitch is put into the blinking position. When the blinking mode is entered, it mustbe ensured that all tra�c lights switch to \Red" for two seconds before blinkingbegins. 3



Which mode the tra�c controller is working in is determined by an external modeswitch. The switch can be either in daytime, nighttime, or blinking position. No furtherassumptions about fairness or tra�c optimization are made.2 Speci�cation TechniquesThe semantics of our speci�cations is based on the methodology Focus [1, 2]. Weassume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of Focus; in this section we onlygive a short summary of those concepts that are relevant to this work.In this section, we also describe our state machine model and introduce a tabular speci�-cation style that allows us to concisely express the conditions for a transition between twoautomaton states. Then, a simple approach for the speci�cation of real-time propertiesis presented.2.1 Streams and BehaviorsIn Focus components communicate via streams of messages. In this section we give abrief introduction into the concept of streams as far as they are used here. Details canbe found in [1], [2], or [3].Let M be a set of messages. Then, we denote by M1 the set of in�nite streams ofelements of M and by M � the set of �nite streams over M . A complete communicationhistory M @ is then de�ned as an in�nite stream of �nite streams over M :M @ =def (M �)1Thus, a communication history is intuitively an in�nite sequence of time intervals; eachinterval contains a �nite number of messages transmitted in the interval.Frequently, not the full power of this stream model is needed. For our purposes, it issu�cient to restrict ourselves to synchronous streams, where each time interval containsat most one message. Thus, synchronous streams over M are equivalent to in�nitestreams over the message set M [ f?g, where ? stands for the absence of a properelement of M in an interval. To simplify notation, we simply write M1 instead of(M [ f?g)1 for synchronous streams.Synchronous streams are often used for hardware speci�cations [5]. See [2] for a discus-sion of these and other kinds of streams used in Focus.We need the following operations on synchronous streams:m&x denotes the pre�xing of an element m to a stream xxi delivers the i -th element of x
4



For an overview of other operators used in Focus see [15, 2].Let C be a set of channel identi�ers. An element of the set C ! M1 of functions froma channel identi�er to a synchronous streams is called a channel valuation. For I � Cand O � C , a function F : (I ! M1)! P(O ! M1)is called a stream-processing function. Stream processing functions model the input/out-put-relation or the behavior of a system component. Note that for each input history,there may be several output histories. Thus, nondeterministic components can be mod-eled.Again, we refer to [2] for a discussion of consistence and other properties of behaviors,of behavior composition, and of behavioral re�nement.2.2 State Transition MachinesThe main component of the tra�c light system is speci�ed with a state transition ma-chine or automaton, for short. Our state transition diagrams are derived from the workin [3], and also related to [7, 6].Abstract syntax. A state transition machine A is a six-tuple (I ;O ; S ;V ;V0;�), where� I , O are sets of input and output channels. Every channel transmits a type ofmessages.� S � D1 � : : :� Dn is the set of states. It is composed by the system's attributess = s1 : D1; : : : ; sn : Dn together with their types.� V is a set of nodes we use to represent arbitrary equivalence classes of S .1 Ifnecessary, an additional attribute which holds a node number can be introducedto ensure de�niteness. V0 contains the initial nodes.� � � V � P(P�) � V is a set of transitions. A transition predicate P� has theform pre; input = output ; postLet x be the tuple of �nite input and y be the tuple of �nite output sequences. Inaddition, s; s 0 2 S represent the state before and after the transition. Then{ pre is a predicate over s indicating the precondition,{ input is a predicate over s; x which denotes the required input stream tuple,1Some people call these equivalence classes control states and de�ne the state space explicitely to bethe product from data states and control states.5



{ output is a predicate over s; x ; y to de�ne the output stream tuple,{ post is a predicate over s; x ; y ; s 0 which indicates the state change by thistransition.A transition from node v to v 0 labeled with pre; input = output ; post is allowed to �reif the precondition is true and the input matches the pattern speci�ed in input . Then,output is generated, and the state is changed to match post which implies v 0 to becomethe current node. Nonmatching input is ignored; the system stays in its current stateand produces no output. The powerset P(P�) allows us to specify multiple predicateson a single transition.The semantics of state transition systems can be de�ned by translating them to streamprocessing functions used by Focus. See [3, 6] for details.2.3 Input and Output ExpressionsThere are special predicate forms dealing with input and output. To test whether aconstant value c is available on channel i , we write i?c. We can also use input variablesin input expressions as in i?v ; all variables v that occur in input patterns are existentiallyquanti�ed at the transition predicate level. To output a constant c over a channel o wewrite o!c.In general, the input and output patterns will have the formi1?E1; : : : ; ijI j?EjI j for input patterns, ando1?B1; : : : ; ojOj?BjOj for output patterns.with Ep and Bq beeing expressions of the message type of ip and oq . jM j simply denotesthe cardinality of a set M .As stated in Section 2.1 the type of message streams is lifted by a special symbol ?,which is implicitly sent if there is no output command with a proper message.2.4 Decision TablesState transition machines are well suited for a graphical notation with state transitiondiagrams (STDs). The elements from V become the vertices and the edges get labeledby P�. Frequently the transition predicates P� become quite large. Writing them in theusual logical notation yields deeply nested formulas that are di�cult to read and write.There has been some work to make formulas that occur in speci�cation more accessibleby writing them in tabular form, e.g. in [14, 17]; we use a similar but more compactapproach.We specify a transition with a decision table as follows:
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Condition1(s; x ) C1;1 � � � C1;m� � � � � � � � � � � �Conditionk(s; x ) Ck ;1 � � � Ck ;mAction1(s; x ; y ; s 0) A1;1 � � � A1;m� � � � � � � � � � � �Actionl(s; x ; y ; s 0) Al ;1 � � � Al ;mThe upper half of the decision table is called the condition block ; the lower half the actionblock. The leftmost column contains conditions (preconditions and input patterns) oractions (postconditions and output patterns). In the condition block, the boxes in theother columns contain either a T (true, condition must be ful�lled), a F (false, conditionmust be false) or a `�' (don't care, the truth value of the condition is irrelevant). In theaction block, the boxes contain either a X (the action must be executed) or are left empty(the action need not be executed). The compactness of the decision tables arises fromwriting a term once and reusing it in multiple occurrences in the transition predicate.The idea is that for each column, when all conditions marked T are true, and all condi-tions marked F are false, all action expressions marked X must be true as well (Pcause).Moreover, all actions that are not forced to be true by any true column of the table, arefalse; this ist stated by Pclose : Every action which is executed needs at least one X in acolumn which is true.Formally, the semantics of a decision table D with m columns, k rows in the conditionblock and l rows in the action block is a transition predicate P� given by:P�(s; x; y; s0) =def Pcause(s; x; y; s0) ^ Pclose(s; x; y; s0)Pcause(s; x; y; s0) =def ^1�j�m Col j(s; x)) ^1�i�lQi;j(s; x; y; s0)!Pclose(s; x; y; s0) =def ^1�i�l0@Actioni(s; x; y; s0)) _fjjAi;j=XgCol j(s; x)1ACol j(s; x) = ^1�i�kPi;j(s; x)Here the predicates Pi;j and Qi;j distinguish between the di�erent entries in the boxes:� If Ci;j = T, then Pi;j(s; x) =def Conditioni(s; x)� If Ci;j = F, then Pi;j(s; x) =def :Conditioni(s; x)� If Ci;j = �, then Pi;j(s; x) =def true 7



� If Ai;j = X, then Qi;j(s; x; y; s0) =def Actioni(s; x; y; s0)� If Ai;j is empty, then Qi;j(s; x; y; s0) =def trueNote that Pcause uses no disjunction but a conjunction: Every action column whosecondition column is true needs to be true, too. A simple syntactical criterium can beused to avoid possible contradicitions: Condition columns which can be true at the sametime must be equal in those actions which have the same left side. Nondeterminisism canbe introduced with two or more transition arrows between states, where each transitionis labeled with its own decision table.More conventionally, a decision table can be regarded as a number of if-then-else state-ments, one for each column, that are executed in parallel. For example, in the casethat the action block consists just of two actions v0 = e1 and o!e2, where v is a stateattribute, o a channel identi�er, and e1; e2 are expressions, the statement for the j-thcolumn would read: if P1;j(s; x) ^ : : : ^ Pk;j(s; x)then o!e2; s0 = s[e1=v]else skipendifOf course, we have to ensure that the parallel execution of these statements causesno conicts, and the syntactical criterium given above is basically a rephrasing of theBernstein condition.2.5 Time PropertiesFocus takes the view that streams on all channels are divided into intervals of equal du-ration. For our synchronous streams, this can be achieved by having all communicationchannels run at the same clock rate.In order to make speci�cations simpler, we do not count intervals to achieve timinginformation. Instead we use an external clock to provide the system with the currenttime. The clock itself can be speci�ed as a Focus component with no inputs and asingle output. Its output is required to be a strictly monotonically increasing sequenceof real numbers, that contains for each interval exactly one time value. We assume thattime starts as 0, although any other value would do.This output is sent to all components of the tra�c control system that need timinginformation. Automata can read input from the clock with an input pattern Clock?T ,store T in attributes, or compare T with previously read time values.Since most transitions of the tra�c control automaton use time information, we will forreasons of brevity omit the line Clock?T from the transition tables, and just access atime variable T . The semantics of the machine is still de�ned as if the line were present,however, reading a time value from our clock component.8



3 Controller Structure and Data TypesOur speci�cation follows the structure outlined in Figure 2. The eight inductive sensorsare shown at the left. The loop controller combines signals from opposite sensors to asingle signal. Furthermore, it checks whether a sensor indicates a vehicle for more than10 minutes; if so, it assumes a failure in the sensor and noti�es the tra�c controller viathe signal line LF . The signal controller on the right side splits a single signal sent by thetra�c controller into separate signals for the tra�c lights. It also checks the signals thatindicate a damaged light bulb. The control panel at the bottom of the �gure containsswitches for choosing the operation mode manually.The tra�c controller at the center of the �gure is the heart of the speci�cation. It readssignals from the control panel, loop and signal controller, and outputs commands to thesignal controller. It ensures the proper tra�c ow in the various operation modes asrequired by the informal speci�cation.The clock is a virtual component: it sends a stream of time signals used by the tra�ccontroller for the real time requirements. This component could be implemented as realtime clock in a computer, but in our work we just regard it as a source of monotonicallyincreasing time stamps.Data types. The channels in Figure 2 are identi�ed by a name together with a typedescribing the type of the messages transmitted via that channel. Similarly, attributesof the control automata are identi�ed by their name and data type.As data types we use the natural numbers N , boolean values B = fT; Fg, and for timevalues the real number R extended by the special value1, which is assumed to be largerthan any value from R. In addition, we introduce the following enumeration types.When components signal the presence or absence of a value, we use the following type:O = fOn;O� gFor the two road names, the following type is introduced:D = fA;B ;}gHere A stands for the primary, B for the secondary road. The symbol } is an auxiliarysymbol that will be used to ensure the tra�c controller is fair to each direction. Foreach direction d 2 D , we write d� for the crossing direction, i.e. A� = B , B� = A,NoDir� = }.The control panel sends messages of the type M to indicate the operation mode:M = fDay ;Night ;Blinkg 9
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The tra�c controller sends messages of type S to the signal controller:S= fAllO� ;AllRed ;BYelg [fRed(d);RedYel(d);Green(d);Yellow(d) j d 2 D gHere BYel instructs the signal controller to switch the signals on the secondary roadto yellow, and those on the crossing road o�; AllO� and AllRed switch all four signalso� or to red. BYel and AllO� are used to generate the blinking failure mode. Theother messages switch the road denoted by the parameter to the corresponding color;the crossing road will be red. This means that there is some redundancy: Red(d) andAllRed both instruct the signal controller to switch all signals to red, but it will makethe speci�cation a bit more readable.From the messages in S the signal controller generates appropriate commands for thetra�c lights themselves; this message set is denoted by L.L = fRed ;RedYel ;Green;Yellow ;O� g4 Tra�c ControllerThe structure of this section is as follows. First, we give a short overview over theoperation of the tra�c controller and explain in more detail the controller behavior inconstant-time, daytime, and nighttime mode for a small subset of the green phase of roadA: we examine the behavior for the transition from \road B is red, road A is red-yellow"to \road B is red, road A is yellow". The complete behavior, including the green phasefor road B, is developed in Section 4.2. There we show how by parameterizing statesand transitions with similar behavior, the number of states of the controller diagram canbe reduced. Finally we assemble the results to the complete speci�cation, and add theexception behavior for burnt-out lamps or the case that blinking mode is activated.4.1 Green PhaseFirst, we model only part of the controller operation for each mode to demonstrate howthe controller operates and how speci�cations are written in our framework. In order ofincreasing complexity of the speci�cations we examine �rst constant-time and daytimemodes, �nally the nighttime mode.Constant-time mode. In this mode, the controller remains for one second in stateRedYelA before it instructs the signal controller to switch the signals on road A togreen, and moves to state GreenA. There, it waits for 180 seconds and then continuesto YellowA; also, the signal controller must switch the signals on road A to yellow.11



Figure 3 shows the corresponding automaton with transition names of the green phasefor road A during constant-time mode; Figure 4 shows the decision tables for the twotransitions.The transition de�nitions make use of an automaton attribute E ; by convention, we useit to hold the time the current state was entered. As explained on page 8, the variableT contains the current output from the clock.The idea is that E holds the time RedYelA has been entered; when the clock outputsa time value that is larger than E + 1 (which might take several Focus intervals), thetransition will be taken, Green(A) is sent to the signal controller, and E is set to thecurrent time. Then, when the clock outputs a time value that has further increased by180, the transition STOP will be taken.PSfrag replacements YellowARedYelA GreenAGO STOPFigure 3: Constant-time and daytime diagramT � E + 1 TSC !Green(A) XE 0 = T X(a) GO T � E + 180 TSC !Yellow(A) XE 0 = T X(b) STOPFigure 4: Constant-time transitionsDaytime mode. The state diagram for the daytime is the same as for the constant-time mode in Figure 3. As in constant-time mode, the tra�c controller waits in stateRedYelA for one second. In daytime mode, however, GreenA can only be left whentwo conditions are ful�lled:� The controller remained in the state for at least 45 seconds.� A car is waiting at the crossing road B. This is signaled by the loop controller viainput NLB .In addition, GreenA must be left after at most four minutes after a car is detected onroad B . This requirement is implicitly met if the implementation of the tra�c controlleris fast enough: GreenA is left as soon as possible.Figure 5 shows the transition de�nitions for daytime mode.12



T � E + 1 TSC !Green(A) XE 0 = T X(a) GO
T � E + 45 TNLB?On TSC !Yellow(A) XE 0 = T X(b) STOPFigure 5: Daytime transitionsNighttime mode. The controller behavior in nighttime mode is more complicated thanin the other two modes. Figure 6 shows a �rst attempt to model the transition structure.As in constant-time and daytime mode, the state RedYelA is left after one second.
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Figure 6: Nighttime diagramHowever, while road A is in its green phase, the controller must detect the followingevents:� The crossing of a car driving on road A. This is detected by the inductive loopsnear the signal lights: �rst, the loop signals a car, marking its arrival, and then itsignals that the area around the lights is free again, marking the car's departure.� The arrival of a car at road B . Since the signals on road B show red, the car hasto wait; its presence is detected by the near loops on road B.In Figure 6 the former state GreenA is therefore split in four states:
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� In state AB, no car waits on road B , and no car has arrived on road A. This is thestate that is entered from RedYelA. If, for example, a car has arrived on roadB already, the controller will switch to one of the states below in the next cycle.� In state AB, a car has entered the crossing from road A, but no car is waiting onroad B .� In state AB, a car is waiting on road B , but no car is currently passing via roadA.� Finally, in state AB, both a car has entered the crossing on road A, and a car iswaiting on road B .The transitions CAR A, CLR A and CAR B handle arrival and departure of cars:� Transition CAR A is followed when a car is detected by the near loops on road A;� CRL A is followed when the car departed and according to the loops the intersec-tion is cleared;� CAR B is followed when a car is detected waiting on road B.The transition CAR AB handles the case that cars are detected on both roads A andB; this transition is necessary because of the synchronous nature of our state machinemodel. Inputs that are not processed in one cycle are lost and could only in an explicitstore be saved for the next cycle. A corresponding transition CLR AB from state ABto state AB is not necessary.Finally, transition IDLE is taken when no car has crossed via road A for ten seconds;transition TMOUT is taken when a car has waited on road B for more than 240 seconds.In both cases, the controller proceeds to state YellowA.Note that there is no transition from state AB to YellowA. It might seem that adisgruntled employee could park his old car on road A instead of scrapping it, to ensurefree passage on his way home from work. However, in this case, the loop controller willsend a failure signal to the tra�c controller; later we will modify the transitions so thatthey then switch to constant-time mode and thus proceed to YellowA anyway.We skip the formal transition de�nitions for Figure 6; instead we work towards a simplertransition diagram, where the information about the presence of cars is encoded not inthe vertices, but in the attributes of the control automaton.First, we introduce the following attributes in addition to E :� A second time attribute C; it holds the time a car arrived on road B . Whenthe system time exceeds C + 240, i.e. the car has been waiting for more thanfour minutes, the transition TMOUT is taken. Initially this variable is set to 1,disabling transition TMOUT. 14



� A boolean attribute B; it is true whenever the crossing is occupied with cars(\busy"). When a car arrives on road A, it is set to true, when the car leavesagain it is set to false. Initially, it is set to false.Figure 7 shows the new transition structure. It resembles that of constant-time anddaytime mode, except for the new transition LOOP, which subsumes the transitionsbetween the four AB states in Figure 6.PSfrag replacements YellowARedYelA GreenAGO
LOOP

TMOUTIDLE
Figure 7: Nighttime diagram (folded)The transition de�nitions are shown in Figure 8. Transition GO is similar to the othertwo modes, but initializes the new attributes. TMOUT and IDLE are straightforward;note that in TMOUT the system time is compared to C, not E . More interesting istransition LOOP. The �rst column corresponds to the CAR A transitions. When thecrossing is free, and a car is detected on road A, the crossing is marked as occupied.Conversely, in the second column, when the crossing is occupied, and no car is detectedanymore, the crossing is marked as free again, and the time the car has left is noted inE . The third column corresponds to CAR B; when no car has yet been waiting on B ,but a car arrived, the arrival time is noted in C.4.2 Introducing SymmetrySo far we examined only part of the controller's behavior, namely from the time thesignals on road A shows red and yellow, via road A's green phase, to the time where thesignals on road A show only yellow. To complete this green phase of road A, we alsoneed the behavior until and from the time the signals of both roads are set to red.In addition, there are similar transitions for the green phase of road B. Since the behaviorfor the two roads should be symmetrical, we parameterize the behavior with a newattribute, D, that stores the name of the road that will be signaled green in the currentcycle. We then arrive at the state transition diagram shown in Figure 9.The decision which road will be signaled green has to made in the state BothRed, whereall signals are set to red. In daytime and constant-time mode, the direction attribute issimply set to the crossing road: D0 = D�15



T � E + 1 TSC !Green(A) XE 0 = T XC 0 =1 XB0 = F X(a) GO
B F T �C =1 � � TNLA?On T F �NLB?On � � TE 0 = T XB0 = F XB0 = T XC 0 = T X(b) LOOPT � C + 240 TSC !Yellow(A) XE 0 = T X(c) TMOUT
B FT � E + 10 TSC !Yellow(A) XE 0 = T X(d) IDLEFigure 8: Nighttime transitionsIn nighttime mode, the situation is more complicated, since here the controller has towait for a car to arrive on either road A or B . A �rst attempt is shown in Figures 10and 11. Let us assume that D can take a third value distinct from A and B ; we willdenote this value as } and read it as \unassigned". Upon entering state BothRed, thedirection is set to this value, and the controller waits for a car to appear on either road.This road will determine the next green phase.Unfortunately, the transition LOOP in Figure 11(c) is not consistent: when cars arriveon roads A and B at the same time, the transition can not be taken, since there isno state where D = A and also D = B . We could solve this problem by splittingLOOP into four separate transitions, one for each column. Then either direction couldbe nondeterministically chosen.Still, this solution is not satisfactory: the tra�c controller could then choose road A forthe next green phase, although a car is waiting on road B , and vice versa.Our second solution introduces yet another attribute, P, which contains the previousdirection. In the situation that cars wait on both roads A and B , the controller willchose direction P� for the next green phase. Thus, the controller is fair in the sensethat it alternates the green phases of the two roads, when on both roads cars arrivefrequently enough.Figure 12 shows the modi�ed LOOP transition.
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LOOPFigure 9: Transition diagram with symmetry4.3 Complete Speci�cationFinally, we can specify the complete automaton. Figure 13 contains the transitionstructure; Figure 14 shows the transition de�nitions. Table 1 contains a list of theautomaton's attributes. The transition tables are not minimal. In particular, the �rsttwo rows of Tables 14(a) and 14(d) could be omitted. Also, every row that consists onlyof don't care symbols can be removed.The transition tables are assembled from the smaller tables presented in the previousparagraphs. In addition, conditions have been added as guards for normal operation:blinking mode must not be enabled (Mode?Blink = F), and the signal controller mustnot send a failure signal (SF?On = F). Finally, there are some conditions that determinewhether daytime or nighttime mode is enabled.Figure 15 shows the transitions that enter the exception behavior, when either blinkingmode is enabled, or a lamp burned out. The transitions di�er in how the signal controllershould control the lamps when switching to failure mode: According to the informalspeci�cation, all lights should be switched to red for two seconds. That means:� From state BothRed, no change is necessary.17
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Mode?Day T �Mode?Night � TMode?Blink F FLF?On � �SF?On F FT � E + 1 T TD 6= } T TSC !RedYel(D) X XE 0 = T X X(a) PREPARE
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Type PurposeE R Time of state entryC R Time of arrival of car on road D� (usedin nighttime mode only)B B Intersection is occupied by cars fromroad D (used in nighttime mode only)D D Name of road for green phaseP D n f}g Name of road of previous green phase(used in nighttime mode only)Table 1: Summary of control automaton attributes� From RedYelX and YellowX, all lights are switched to red again.� From state GreenX, the signal switches �rst to yellow to give the drivers on roadD some time to slow down and then via FailYelX to red.The exception behavior itself is speci�ed in Figures 16 and 17. In state Failure, thecontroller waits for two seconds before it switches all signals o�; then the yellow lightson road B start blinking.When the blinking mode is deactivated (i.e. the mode is daytime or nighttime) and thesignal controller does not send a failure signal, the failure mode is left again via transi-tions RESUME1 or RESUME2. State BothRed is entered again, and the variables Dand P are set to the proper values for the operation mode.5 Loop and Signal ControllerBesides the tra�c controller itself, the tra�c control system consists of a controller forthe inductive loops, and a controller for the tra�c signals. These two controllers formthe control automaton's interface to the physical world. Compared to the tra�c controlautomaton, their behavior is quite simple.5.1 Loop ControllerThe task of the loop controller is twofold:� It checks the status of the inductive loops, groups the signals for opposing lanestogether, and forwards the result to the control automaton.� It checks whether any loop has been signaling for more than 10 minutes; if so, anerror signal is forwarded to the control automaton.21
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Mode?Blink T �SF?On � TT � E + 2 T TE 0 = T X XSC !AllO� X X(a) PAUSE
Mode?Day T �Mode?Night � TSF?On F FSC !AllRed X XE 0 = T X XD0 = D� XD0 = } XP 0 = D X(b) RESUME1 and RESUME2Mode?Blink T �SF?On � TT � E + 1 T TSC !BYel X XE 0 = T X X(c) YON
Mode?Blink T �SF?On � TT � E + 1 T TSC !AllO� X XE 0 = T X X(d) YOFFFigure 17: Failure mode
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We specify the loop controller with a predicate that directly characterizes its input/out-put behavior. Let LOOPS = fNLA1 ;NLA2 ;DLA1 ;DLA2 ;NLB1 ;NLB2 ;DLB1 ;DLB2gbe the set of all channels from the inductive loops to the loop controller. Then the loopcontroller is speci�ed as follows:component LoopCtrlinputsNLA1 ;NLA2 ;DLA1 ;DLA2 ;NLB1 ;NLB2 ;DLB1 ;DLB2 ;TimeoutputsNLA;DLA;NLB ;DLB ;LFspecNLAi = On , NLA1 i = On _ NLA2 i = OnNLBi = On , NLB1 i = On _ NLB2 i = OnDLAi = On , DLA1 i = On _ DLA2 i = OnDLBi = On , DLB1 i = On _ DLB2 i = OnLFi = On , (Timei � 600) ^Wc2LOOPS (8j : Timei � 600 � Timej � Timei ) ci = On)The �rst lines of the speci�cation de�ne the interface of the loop controller; it is takenfrom Figure 2. The remaining lines de�ne its behavior. The i -th output on channelNLA is equal to On, if at least one of the two sensors NLA1 or NLA2 detects a car attime i . The remaining sensor outputs are similar.More interesting is formula that detects failures in the inductive loops. An error signalis supposed to be output in the i -th interval of stream LF , i� at least one of the eightsensors has been On since 10 minutes before the time in interval i . Our model cannotcapture this requirement precisely. Instead, we demand that there is a sequence ofintervals before the i -th interval, such that one of the sensors is On in each interval, andthe duration of the sequence is at least 10 minutes. This corresponds to a sampling of theinputs from the sensors and consequently it is possible that a failure will be erroneouslyassumed when the sensors are O� between two readings.A proper formalization of the interface to this kind of sensors would require continuousstreams, de�ned over a dense time model. In [13], it has been demonstrated how Focuscan be extended to continuous streams.5.2 Signal ControllerThe signal controller distributes the commands from the control automaton to the fourtra�c signals. Moreover, if any lamp of any signal is defect, an error signal is forwardedto the tra�c control automaton.The signal controller can be decomposed into �ve components working in parallel asshown in Figure 18. Four of the components control the four tra�c lights, the �fthcomponent detects signal lamp failures. 24
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component SFailinputsSFA1 ; SFA2 ; SFB1 ; SFB2outputsSFspecSF = f(F;F;F;F)(SFA1; SFA2; SFB1; SFB2) wheref(b1;b2;b3;b4)(a1& r1; a2& r2; a3& r3; a4& r4) =(b 01 _ b 02 _ b 03 _ b 04)& f(b01;b02;b03;b04)(r1; r2; r3; r4)whereb 01 = b1 _ a1; b 02 = b2 _ a2b 03 = b3 _ a3; b 04 = b4 _ a4The complete speci�cation for the signal controller is then the network of the lampcontrol and failure components:component SIGNALCTRLinputsSC ; SFA1 ; SFA2 ; SFB1 ; SFB2outputsSCA1 ; SCA2 ; SCB1 ; SCB2 ; SFspecSCtrlA1(SC ; SCA1 )SCtrlA2(SC ; SCA2 )SCtrlB1(SC ; SCB1)SCtrlB2(SC ; SCB2)SFail(SFA1 ; SFA2 ; SFB1 ; SFB2 ; SF )6 Model CheckingIn the previous sections, we developed a formal speci�cation for the tra�c light systemstarting from an informal, textual description. It is not obvious, however, whether thesespeci�cations indeed describe the intended system. There are several reasons why ourspeci�cation could be awed:� The speci�cation could itself be wrong, for instance because of typing errors.� The speci�cation, while syntactically correct, might not match the informal re-quirements, because we misunderstood them, or because they themselves are con-tradictory or incomplete. 26



In this section, we demonstrate how automatic veri�cation based on a model checkingtool can be used to validate speci�cations. In model checking, it is veri�ed whether aproperty|usually formulated in a temporal logic|holds for a given model. The modelis usually de�ned as a state transition system.Here we employ model checkers to show that the tra�c light system ful�lls certainstandard poperties that are expected of a tra�c light. Such properties are for example:� that at no time signals of both roads will be set to green;� that, when a signal is set to yellow, the controller will subsequently switch thesignal to red.� that, when a car waits long enough, it will be allowed to cross the intersection.Proving these properties will give us more con�dence in our controller. When failing toprove a property, the model checker will return a trace of an example execution thatviolates the property. Of course, we need to make sure that both our translation into theinput language of the model checker and the formalization of the property in temporallogic is plausible.In the rest of this section, we explain how the tra�c light system is translated into themodel checker's input language, and how properties such as those mentioned above canbe formalized. Since most of the complexity of the tra�c light system is within thetra�c control automaton, we omit the loop and lamp controllers, and only attempt tovalidate the tra�c controller's behavior at its interfaces to the other components.We used the model checker SMV [16], since it is freely available, reasonably e�cient,and has a rather simple input language.6.1 Speci�cation TranslationSince SMV, like most model checkers, can only verify closed systems, the SMV modelconsists of two components:� The tra�c controler itself; its state space consists of the control state (the verticesof Figure 13, and the attributes of Table 1. In addition, we introduce a state at-tribute trans that contains the name of the transition to be followed; this attributeserves only for more readable execution traces.� The environment; its state space consists of the current mode (day, night, constant-time), the current values of the inductive loop sensors and the current time.SMV does not directly support communication over channels. Because of our syn-chronous execution model, however, we can simply use shared variables for communica-tion. 27



next(trans) = mcprepare &-- State change:ctrl = BothRed & next(ctrl) = RedYelX &-- Enabledness:( dir=DirA & mode=Day & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) |dir=DirA & mode=Nite & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) |!(dir=DirA) & mode=Day & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) |!(dir=DirA) & mode=Nite & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) ) &-- Actions:(dir=DirA & mode=Day & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) ->( next(sc) = RedYelA )) &(dir=DirA & mode=Nite & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) ->( next(sc) = RedYelA )) &(!(dir=DirA) & mode=Day & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) ->( next(sc) = RedYelB )) &(!(dir=DirA) & mode=Nite & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) ->( next(sc) = RedYelB )) &(!( dir=DirA & mode=Day & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) |dir=DirA & mode=Nite & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) |!(dir=DirA) & mode=Day & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot) |!(dir=DirA) & mode=Nite & !(mode=Blink) & !(sf) & d >= 1 & !(dir=Bot)) -> next(sc) = sc)&next(busy) = busy &next(car) = car &next(waiting) = waiting &next(dir) = dir &next(prev) = prev Figure 19: Translation example
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The translation of the transition diagrams and tables is then straightforward. As anexample, Figure 19 shows the translation of the transition PREPARE (see Figure 14).For each transition, the translation essentially consists of four parts:� The �rst line sets the state attribute trans to the transition name;� The second line changes the control state;� The next lines check whether at least one condition column is true;� The fourth part contains the e�ect of the actions. In addition, it also leavesunmodi�ed all attributes not explicitly modi�ed by an action.Because the input language of SMV does not allow functions to be de�ned, the transla-tion contains explicitly distinguishes the case that D = A and D 6= A. Thus, there aretwice as many entries in the translation as columns in the original tables.The translation of the real-time aspects of the speci�cation is somewhat problematic.Since SMV only supports �nite subsets of the natural numbers, we could not makeuse of a monotonically increasing time variable T . Instead, the translation uses timevalues that are relative to the time a state was entered. The time di�erence betweenthe entering of a state and the transition is in the translation denoted by the attributed. Consequently, comparisons of the form T 0 � E + k are now translated into formu-las of the form d >= k. Since the tra�c controller has a single thread of control, thismodi�cation does not change the controller's behavior. However, there is now the addi-tional assumption that the system has a minimum speed, since the values of d and theconstants are bounded.6.2 Property FormalizationThe model checker SMV uses the branching-time temporal logic CTL (ComputationTree Logic) for the speci�cation of properties. An introduction to this logic can befound in [4]; here we just give a few examples. We assume that �,  are a propositionalexpression over the variables that de�ne the system's state space. Then frequently usedCTL idioms are:� AG� is true, i� � holds invariantly for all executions of the system. Similarly,EG� holds, i� there is one execution where � is invariantly true.For example, we will expect that our tra�c light has an execution, where all signalsare forever switched to red: This situation occurs in nighttime mode, when no carever arrives on either road. However, this will not be the case for all executions.Thus, we expect AG(ca:ctrl = Red) to be false, but EG(ca:ctrl = Red) to be truefor our system.
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(nla & !(ctrl = GreenX & dir = DirA) -> next(nla) = 1) &(nlb & !(ctrl = GreenX & dir = DirB) -> next(nlb) = 1) &next(d) > 0 & next(d) < 256next(m) = m & next(lf) = 0 & next(sf) = 0 &Figure 20: Environment assumptions� AF� is true, when in all executions after a �nite number of transitions a state isreached where � is true. Similarly, EF� means that this is true for at least oneexecution. The formulas AX� and EX� express the stronger property that systemstates where � hold must be reached after exactly one transition.Invariants and reachability can be combined. For example, AGAF� states that �is true in�nitely often.� AG(� ) AF ) is an idiom for reactivity properties. It means that whenever �holds in a system's execution, after a �nite number of transitions a state will bereached where  holds. Again, variations of this property can be formed by writingEG and EF .Some of the properties we are interested in only hold when the sytem's environment|the car sensors and failure detectors|behaves in a certain way. Assumptions on theenvironment, however, can in general not be expressed in CTL. Therefore we model theenvironment itself with a restricted transition relation. Our environment transitions areas follows:� Whenever a car arrives at the intersection, it remains there until the tra�c lightturns green.� Neither the inductive loops nor the signal lamps fail.� The time progress between transitions is bounded.In addition, for some properties we restrict changes of the operation mode. Figure 20shows how these assumptions are encoded in SMV.Simple behavior properties. We veri�ed some small formulas to ensure that our spec-i�cation indeed behaves in a way expected of tra�c light controllers. The formulasdescribe the cyclic behavior of the controller. Here are some examples:EG (EF (ctrl = RedYelX & dir = DirA))EG (EF (ctrl = RedYelX & dir = DirB))30



AG (EF (ctrl = RedYelX & dir = DirA))AG (EF (ctrl = RedYelX & dir = DirB))AG (AF (ctrl = RedYelX & dir = DirA))AG (AF (ctrl = RedYelX & dir = DirB))The �rst two properties show that there is at least one execution of the system, wherethe controller can always start a green phase for each road. The next two propertiesshow that this holds for all executions|consequently, there is no execution where thecontroller deadlocks. The last two formulas show that there are in�nitely many greenphases for each road.The �rst four properties hold for both daytime and nighttime mode. This is not truefor the last two properties: They are invalid if no car ever arrives on road A or road B,respectively.Another set of formulas can be used to show that also the sequential operation of ourcontroller is correct. For example, the propertyAG (ca.ctrl = RedYelX -> AX (ca.ctrl = GreenX))can be veri�ed to show that when starting a green phase and the signal lamp shows redand yellow, the next state must be such that the signal lamp switches to green.Utility property. A simple utility property that the tra�c light is expected to ful�ll isthat when a car arrives at the intersection, it may cross it when it waits long enough.Above, we have seen that this property already holds for daytime mode, since there arein�nitely many green phases for each road. For nighttime mode, the situation is morecomplex.We formulate the property as follows:AG (nlb -> AF (ca.ctrl = GreenX & ca.dir = DirB))Whenever a car is detected by the near induction loop on road B, after some �nite butunbounded time the controller will signal green to road B.Interestingly, this property does not hold when for the original informal speci�cation.There it is required that in night mode, only the distant loops are checked for arrivingcars. The speci�cation presented on page 14, however, checks both the near and thedistant inductive loops. With this modi�cation, the veri�cation is successful.
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6.3 RemarksThe translation of the speci�cation results in an SMV program of slightly more than800 lines. In order to avoid typing errors in the translation, we generated most of the�le automatically with a small PERL [18] script from a log �le generated by compilingthe LATEX source of this report. Only the declarations of the state attributes, and therestrictions on the environment transitions had to be added by hand.Because of the size of the transition relation, most of the time used for veri�cation is forbuilding the transition relation. The veri�cation of properties such as the ones presentedabove only takes a few seconds.A typical veri�cation takes about seven to eight minutes on a Sparc Ultra 1 with 64 MBmain memory, of which six minutes are used to build the transition relation.7 SummaryIn this report, we speci�ed a simple tra�c control system with three components: Aninterface component for the inductive loops which detects arriving and waiting cars, aninterface component for the four signals, and a central component which controls tra�cow and handles exceptional situations caused by failures in the inductive loops andsignal lamps.Because of the various operation modes of the system, the central control componentturned out to be rather complex. Therefore, we speci�ed this part of the controller notdirectly by logical formulas like the two interface components, but modeled it as a statetransition system. The transitions are pairs of conditions and actions and were speci�edin a tabular style for readability. Our approach to tables is inspired by the decisiontables used in RSML [12]. For the complex transition conditions in the tra�c controller,these tables are more concise than other table representations [14, 17].However, while the transition de�nitions for normal operation of the tra�c light �t ona single page (see Figure 14), it is not obvious whether they correctly implement thegiven informal requirements.Therefore, we translated our speci�cation to the input language of the model checkerSMV; we could then use the model checker to prove several theorems that describe thecorrect tra�c light behavior. We believe that this use of automated veri�cation to showthe consistency of two views of a system speci�cation|the state transition system andthe temporal logic formulas|is a promising extension to conventional review processes.We used an ad hoc translation of the speci�cation into SMV and did not give a formalproof of correctness. The synchronous stream model and the state transition semanticswe used is, however, similar to the approach used in the prototypical CASE tool Auto-Focus [10]; this tool could be used for rapid prototyping [8], and for a more formalapproach to veri�cation [9].
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